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Watch ye therefore; for ye know not when the master of the house cometh, at even,
or at midnight, or at the cockcrowing, or in the morning. Mark 13:35.
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IS IT NOTHING TO YOU?
Is it nothing, nothing to you
That the workers for Christ are few?
That young folk are going astray,
And many are dying each day
For whom there is no one to pray?
Oh, have you in Christ been made new?
And yet, is it nothing to you?
Is it nothing, nothing to you?
And nothing at all you can do
For those who have no one to care.
For those on the verge of despair?
Oh, can you not offer a prayer?
Can you, as a Christian, be true,
And feel it is nothing to you?
It ought to mean something to you
As God's faithful workers you view
To know that their needs are supplied
As they tell of a Savior who died
Salvation for all to provide.
If ever the Savior you knew,
It ought to mean something to you.
It surely will mean much to you
To see that the Lord has His due
Of sacrifice, service and gold,
That His love afar may be told,
And others His beauty behold.
To preach Christ to Gentile and few
Will surely mean something to you.
—Anna L. Dreyer in Good Tidings.
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COMMENTS andHEMS of INTEREST
Electric Eye Opens Automatic Door
Hotel Waiters and waitresses, balancing
trays of dishes, need not pause to open a
new type of door, developed recently by the
General Electric Company, Schenectady, N.
Y. As if by magic, it opens of its own accord, stays open long enough to permit
them to pas through, and then silently closes
again.
The 'secret of the door's remarkable behavior is an inconspicuous ray of light
crossing the path of approach, which is
trained upon a photo-electric cell or "electric eye." This is a device for translating
rays of light into an electric current. When
the light ray is interrupted as by a passing person, the current fluctuates. Amplified by three large vacuum tubes, it sets in
motion a small motor which operates a hydraulic door-opener. After the person has
passed through and a pre-determined time
has elapsed, the door closes again of its
own accord.
Value of Science
Twenty-five years ago Joseph Cushman,
a specialist in the National Museum who
received a government salary of $600 a
year, examined, described and named the
microscopic shells of animals called foraminifera which were found in certain seabottom muds collected and stored away by
the Smithsonian Institution. Ten years
ago oil companies discovered that fossil
shells of these same animals occurring in
certain strata in Southwestern oil fields
could be made to identify strata and so
serve as a guide to the presence of oil—
provided there was any way of identifying
the foraminifera. Joseph Cushman had
that knowledge. The Smithsonian collections provided the essential means. The
man, and the collections and publications
on loramimfera became at once commodities worth millions to the oil industry.
All because of pure science research in seabottom muds.
The high cost of government has recently attracted attention through the report of
the New York State Economic Council,
which finds that in the empire state the
cost of government per family has risen
from $135 in 1913 to $460 at the present
time. Most of this extravagant cost is attributed to waste. The Council expresses
the opinion that in New York there must
be an annual waste of $10,000,000 in administering the affairs of government. This
waste, according to those in position to
know, is due largely to graft and to bad
business management.
The Pittsburgh
Post-Gazette commenting on this New York
report, says: "Pennsylvania should follow
the example of New York in a thorough investigation of the problem from every angle
and those doing the investigating should
be well-known economists, not notorious
politicians."
o
In a recent number of "The Christian
'Century" Dr. Henry Sloane Coffin is quoted
approvingly as saying that "Jesus is not
a law-giver, but a conscience-maker,
lne
fact is that He is both. It was of Him that
Moses, the great law-giver of the Old lestament said, "A prophet shall the Lord your
God raise up like unto me." When this
Prophet came on the scene it was but natural therefore that He should say, It hath

been said by them of old time . . . but I
say unto you," etc. Being the Author of
the Gospel of the New Dispensation, what
is His Gospel but the law by which the
child of God is governed in this present
dispensation. Yea verily has the inspired
writer said, "See that ye refuse not him
that speaketh. For if they escaped not
who refused him that spake on earth, much
more shall not we escape, if we turn away
from him that speaketh from heaven"
(Heb. 12:25.)
He Got His Men
Arthur W. Cutten, millionaire grain market operator of Chicago, has qualified for
membership in the Canadian or Pennsylvania mounted police, for he not only "got
his man" but got nine of them.
In 1922 these men in two automobiles
drove to Cutten's country home near Downers Grove, overpowered the servants, pointed their guns at Cutten and Mrs. Cutten,
locked them in stuffy basement vaults and
then ransacked the house of about $20,000
in valuables. Particularly incensed at the
rough treatment of himself and wife Cutten, when rescued, resolved that no matter
how much time and money might be required he would "run them down and send
them to prison."
The hunt was relentless. Cutten's determination never flagged. Private and
public detectives, constables, sheriffs and
prosecuting attorneys scattered over a
dozen states were kept busy. The task was
facilitated by the gang leader, Joseph Vormitage, former butler, turning state's evidence. The other day the last of the accused nine, Casper Rosenberg, walked into
the state's attorney's office in Dupage county, Illinois, and surrendered with the statement that he was tired of being hunted. The
successful eight-year hunt c o s t Cutten
about $20,000.
Rockefeller Aids League
Information released at Geneva revealed
that John D. Rockefeller, jr., has given the
League of Nations $3,850,000 since 1922.
Altogether the League has received $5,000,000 from private American sources.
New Immigration Policy
The Canadian minister of immigration
and colonization announced that his government would discontinue immigration
from Europe with the exception of "experienced farmers of suitable type" who
have the means to establish and maintain
themselves on farms. "This policy," stated
the minister, "is rendered necessary by reason of the unemployment in Canada. The
purpose is to prevent persons coming to this
country who will not be able to find work
on arrival, and to protect the people of
Canada from the burden of such unemployment."
Unsinkable Boat Meets Test in Germany
More like a submarine than a surface
craft, this novelty in lifeboats is said to be
unsinkable. Its seaworthy qualities were
demonstrated not long ago in a trial trip
over Lake Constance, Germany. The conical hull is divided into six water-tight compartments and a weight below helps maintain stability.

Work With Big Rockets Is Again
Under Way
New aid for his experiments with highaltitude rockets enables Prof. Robert H.
Goddard, of Clark University, to continue
the work he began several years ago. Daniel Guggenheim, backer of a recent safety
contest for airplane types and of other important aviation researches, is helping Goddard. The rocket will be used for observations at high altitudes.
Chinese River Moves Its Bed Ninety Miles
Twenty-five yeirs ago Sven Hedin, famous Swedish explorer, predicted that the
lonely Tarim River, in the interior of China,
would leave its bed in the sands of Karakoschun and move ninety miles away to
Kuruk-daria.
His daring prophecy ha&
come true, for the river, choked with sand
and earth, has made the journey.
A train load of 156 aliens, 78 of them
from the Chicago district were on their way
Labor Day to New York City and Ellis
Island, where they will be deported as undesirable aliens. Records show that more
than 400 have been deported since January
1st, most of them having come from Southern and Central European countries with
Czecho-Slovakia and Jugo-Slavia and Italy
in the lead; Poland was well represented.
Many of our labor problems and quite a
few of our law breaking problems would
soon be solved if the country were rid of
these undesirables.
Blame New Tiny Germ for Creeping
Paralysis
What are said to be the smallest disease
germs ever seen by human eye have just
been seen in a laboratory of the Westminster Hospital, London, England. They are
so small that they can ooze through the
pores of solid porcelain, and were discovered only when they were magnified 1,800
times under the special lighting of an ultramicroscope.
The new germs, according to Dr. Foster
Kennedy of the Cornell University Medical
School, who visited the London laboratory,
may be the cause of "creeping paralysis,"
otherwise known as multiple sclerosis. This
disease, not uncommon in America, affects
particularly blond, blue-eyed persons, and
is characterized by growing inability to
walk. If the discovery is confirmed, a
serum to fight it may at last be prepared
and the disease conquered.
Children a Problem in France
Though large families are given official
encouragement in France, where for militaristic reasons manpower is at a premium,
the infant mortality rate in the cities is
alarming. The French are greater spenders than before the war and, with wages
and salaries on a low level, married women
have poured into the "gainful occupations."
They may run tiny novelty stores, tobacco
shops, cafes, the husbands often working
elsewhere, or pound typewriters in offices
and tend machines in factories. Their children particularly if small, are inevitably
neglected and moreover suffer from lack of
sunshine and fresh air because the old
houses, in which families of humble means
are forced to live, are only too commonly
unhygienic. The streets, formerly a playground, have become a menace to life. Thousands of French parents are now sending
their offsprings into the country where, for
a monetary consideration, they receive the
care of strangers. The children benefit by
the out-of-doors but are brought up under
alien influences and the homes they come
from cease in large part to have any justification.
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" H o w beautiful are the feet of t h e m that preach the gospel of peace,
and bring glad tidings of good things!"
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It is a well known fact that the aftermath of any war is almost worse than war
itself. After the Civil W a r in the United
States there came an aftermath of unprecedented crime and corruption. In the
state of Pennsylvania murder was committed as a wholesale business. In N e w
York a gang of grafters went to the very
depths of public thievery. It was the
appointees of President Grant who accepted bribes until the entire nation was
aghast. W e are told that during the period following the end of the Napoleonic
W a r s in Europe civilization seemed to be
shaken to its roots.
In this country history is, no doubt, repeating itself. Many have been aware of
this fact for some few years and right
thinking people have hoped against hope
that the worst was over, but recent surveys bring new light on the tragic conditions which now exist. Police reports
from cities having a total population of
more than 25,000,000 or nearly one-fourth
of the country, reveal the following:
Within 10 years crime has increased
150% while the population has grown
only 20%. T h e police records of eightyeight ' cities showed that last year on the
average one out of every 10.6 persons
was arrested. From actual records it is
estimated that more than 6,000,300 arrests
were made in American cities last year.
Upwards of 200,000,000 burglaries and
similar crimes, and about 3,000,000 traffic
law violations. The effort to enforce prohibition is reflected in 1,170,000 arrests in
the same cities last year. Many of our
secular papers are quite free to point out
that prohibition has not brought the sobriey it was designed to accomplish and
are continually pointing to other countries
such as England, Canada and others
that have made great progress in combatting intoxication.
It is not our purpose in this article to
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discuss the effect of the Volstead Act upon the American people, nor do we feel
inclined to place the responsibility for
present conditions wholly upon our liquor
laws, even though we are well aware that
prohibition with its multiplied forms of
bootlegging is a school in which lawlessness, violence and murder is taught. It
is also pointed out that President Hoover's
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Commission on Law Enforcement has so
far failed to accomplish a great deal to
relieve the situation.
In all fairness to them we must not lose
sight of the fact that these conditions have
been quite a few years in coming and it
would be entirely impossible for a few
picked men to change them within such a
comparatively short time.
Almost simultaneous with the foregoing
surveys we have the report of a survey on

Evangelism by a prominent New York
Publicity man and the replies of 100
prominent evangelists to a questionnaire
sent out by this individual indicate that
Evangelism does not continue to thrive
with its one time fervor. It is shown that
in the middle west and south the greatest
results are obtained and that in the far
west it is less popular than any other section of the country. W e wonder if there
is not somewhere a connecting link between present day Evangelism and the
crime situation.
W e are well aware that the first hindranee to evangelistic effort is not the crime
situation but commercialism, automobiles
and a rapidly increasing interest in sports.
W e are tQy jn ^
S c r i p t u r e s t h a t because
'' Iniquity abounds the love of many shall
wax cold." That the extent of this condition is far reaching, no thoughtful person
wh
° h a s considered this problem will seek
t0
^ ^ i b u t i n g the present crime w a v c
(.<-, t n e j ^ ^ 0 f Evangelism, we need to consider also certain classes which contribute
to the present order of things. As stated
elsewhere in this issue the Government is
seeking to return to the countries from
,. , ° ,
, , U1
-„which they came, our undesirable alien
population and we believe the Government is wholly justified in this step. W h e n
it is considered that hundreds of these
undesirables obtain entrance to the United
States through one form of subterfuge or
a n o t n e r a n c } t n a t when once they have
gotten in, many of them are swallowed up
in communistic centers where they never
have an opportunity to learn the ideals of
American life or to get in contact with
of God's W o r d (which
the
teachings
teaching we hold is primarily responsible
for the great development and continued
prosperity of our country.)
Due to the varied languages.these peopie speak, their habits, etc., it is the next
thing to impossible to reach them with the
Gospel. Some, of course, have been
brought up as Romanists in the country
from which they came, but having arrived
here without any knowledge of our laws
(Continued on page 13.)
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DIVINE HEALING
By O. B.

This subject is a vital one. Many hearts
have had struggles and have seen privileges
that they have not been able to .'each. W e
are not going to take time t o try to prove
the doctrine, but consider the application of
the truth to our heart and life, that we may
be able to lay hold of the blessed strength
and help of the Almighty in the hour of
need.
W e scarcely lay hold of any truth but
we are contested by the devil. This is
true along the line of divine healing. You
give a definite testimony and may challenge the devil and you don't need to be
surprised if he makes an attack on that
statement. If you testify that you are
trusting the Lord for your body, you need
not be surprised if the devil tries you out;
and so many have not the faith to stand
under the test.
Referring to James 5:10-16, did you
ever notice that the real context of this
passage begins with the tenth verse with
the thought of affliction, and in verse thirteen is the exhortation, "let him pray"?
Between that, in verse twelve, is the admonition, "swear not at all." W h a t is the
association? W h e n men swear in the
sense given, it means that they call heaven
to witness to the truth. It is making a
strong statement and calling heaven to witness. The apostle says, "Take heed, lest
ye fall into temptation."
As a Scriptural basis for our subject, we
wish to use II Tim. 1:7 and Gal. 5:6. "For
God hath not given us the spirit of fear;
but of power, and of love, and of a sound
mind." "For in Christ ]esus neither circumcision availeth anything, nor uncircumcision; but faith which worketh b y love."
T h e basis of our approach to God is
the confidence we have in God. Tob so
loved and trusted God that in the depths
of his affliction, when his friends and wife
turned against him, and his testimony was
he suffered months of pain; but in the midst
of that he looked up and said, "Though he
slay me, yet will I trust him." In his heart
was a tie that united him with God. H e
knew God could not err, could not be unjust, had not forgotten; and though he
could find no comfort in his friends, and
though his body was in pain, yet he could
look up and say, "Though he slay me yet
will I trust him." He had to lift his eves
from his friends, his body, and his wife,
the dearest tie that earth has, and fix them
on God, Himself. "God hath not given us
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the spirit of fear, but of power, and of
love, and of a sound mind."
In Psalms 21:1-7, we find the testimony
of confidence and trust in God of one who
dwells in the secret place of the most high,
and abides under the shadow of the Almighty. Get the truth in the introduction
of that wonderful passage. He that "dwelleth" and "abideth." Faith can only abide
in your heart as you dwell in His presence
and shadow. Any disobedience or lack of
obedience is going to bring a cloud over
your vision: you will lose the consciousness of His presence and protection, lose
His sweetness, and then when the test is
on the channel of communication will be
broken, and you will begin to fear. In
Psalms 41:4 David says: "The Lord will
strengthen him upon the bed of languishing: thou wilt make all his bed in his sickness." The approach to God, even in
physical need, comes by confidence and
faith in God. This truth cannot be forced.
W e may believe the teaching, and yet not
be able to verify it under test. W e need
a direct revelation in our own hearts.
Whenever there is a case of great healing there has been a case of great need
first and perhaps of great test. Perhaps
their own friends forsook them and said
"You better not trust the Lord any longer."
There was a certain minister who saw
the light of divine healing. He wrote books
on the subject and articles in his church
periodical. But one day he was stricken by
a pain in his side. T h e pain increased so
that he soon had to go to bed. T h e suffering continued to become more intense until
he could hardly endure the pain. His wife
said, "This will not do, we will have to
send for the doctor." He said, "No, I have
been preaching all my life and will have
to trust the Lord."
He sent for the brethren who came and
had prayer and anointed him. But he continued to get worse. Again they sent for
the brethren and they anointed him again,
but he received no relief. Finally the
family said, "You must have a doctor."
He said, "Not for myself, but if you want
him you can." They sent for a physician,
who made an examination and pronounced
the case acute appendicitis and said that a
surgeon must be summoned at once. W h e n
the surgeon arrived he said it was one of
the most acute cases of appendicitis he had
ever seen, and the only hope was an immediate operation. "I must have the case
within two hours," he said, "or I will not
undertake it." The minister said, "Thank
you doctor, but I am not ready to consent."
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His family begged him to have the operation. "You have shown that you were
willing to trust the Lord," they said. They
even plead with him kneeling by his bedside. Finally he said, "Leave me alone
for one hour, and then come back and I
will give my answer." W h e n the family
stepped out he looked up to heaven. "You
know all about this, Lord," he prayed. "If
my work is done, I am willing to go to
glory. If it is your will to have an operation, I will submit, but I want your will."
Then the Lord talked and said: " M y son,
if you want to have an operation, it will
not be sin. But if you have an operation
and get well, what about your writings;
and if you die, what will they say. If you
trust me and die, they can only say you
died trusting the Lord. If you get well,
you can preach louder than ever." He
thought it over, and finally he said: "Lord,
I am yours, if you are willing to let me
die it is all right. Or if you see fit to heal
me it is all right. T h e case is in your
hands." Then he said it seemed as if the
Lord just slipped His hands under him and
laid him in the 11th chapter of Hebrews,
with his head on the first verse as a pillow. He said it was a most sweet and
blessed experience.
W h e n the family
came in, he told them his experience. It
was about ten years later when I heard
him tell it so you know the outcome. If
we could hear the Lord speak to us like
that, we would not make mistakes that
bring reproach to the cause.
I remember, when this truth first began
to be revealed to me, I said when I got to
the place the doctor said I could not
live, I would trust the Lord; but God
wants to deal with us on the little things.
One day I contracted a bad case of ivy
poison. I had a bottle of medicine that was
effective. As I reached for the bottle the
Lord said, "Which would you rather do,
trust the sugar of lead or trust M e . " I
said, "You"; and God did the work much
sooner than the sugar of lead. Later, when
holding meetings in Virginia I had an invitation to gather chestnuts. I went down
and picked up about a bushel and a half.
Under a certain tree the chestnuts were
thick, and as I was gathering them, I
wondered how it happened that they had
not been disturbed under this particular
tree. M y query was soon answered, for
when the school children came by, one little girl looked over the fence and said,
" W e don't gather those chestnuts, that's
poison oak under that tree." I then recognized the poison, and here I had been
crawling around in it hunting chestnuts. I
sprang to my feet, and I knew at once
what I was up against. I said, "Lord, you
know I am here to hold this meeting, but
I am in for a dose of poison according to
the laws of nature." I said, "Lord, you
know that case at home. I took you then
and I take you now." I loved the Lord
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because of the lesson He taught me then.
The next morning the poison started. I related my experience to brother Jennings,
and said we must pray. W e prayed, and
from that moment the poison dried up and
was gone in a few hours. The Lord gets
us ready and enables us to give a testimony that confounds folks.
I had a corn. I stepped in the store to
get a Blue Jay corn plaster, and the Lord
asked me the same question. The Lord
took care of the corn. Later a man came
into the home limping. He said, "Brother
Ulery, what do you do for a corn"? I
said, "I pray for it." He laughed and guffawed; the idea of praying for a corn seemed ridiculous to him.
I said, "Well, it
went away." I met him later and he was
still limping. He said, "I have tried everything and I still have the corn." I always
thought that when our case became so bad
that it was hopeless, then we could trust
the Lord, but God began with little things.
During the time of the "flu" epidemic, I
was holding meetings at the Dayton Mission. On the way home on a certain night
one of the surgeons from Wright Field was
on the same car. I made some inquiry of
him, and he described the symptoms and
workings of the disease. "The boys are
dying like flies," he said, "and there is
nothing we can do." The next day I took
a chill and later the fever began. That
night I was in a raging fever, and the next
day was still worse. I was followed in
turn by my wife and boys, until the whole
family were down. And not a neighbor
would come in. The thought never entered our mind about having a doctor. The
neighbors thought we ought to call a doctor. I said "I am content." Others said
"It is terrible not to call a doctor for
your wife." I said to her, "If you want
a doctor all right."
She said, " N o , we
will trust the Lord." About two o'clock
on a Sunday morning the crisis came. During the night I had sinking spells. I was
not able to pray, being conscious for only
a few moments at a time. I knew that I
was in the last stages of the disease. As
I came back to a conscious moment the
devil rushed up and roared, "You are going to die." I wish I could tell you the
sweetness of that moment. I turned on the
pillow and said, "It is all right, Lord, !
am under the blood." Death had no terror.
The next time I came to I retained
consciousness, and by morning I was able
to wait on the rest of the family. T h e entire family had it, but we came through
without a single trace of any bad after
effects, as was the case with so many
others. T h e point is God does not let
you be tested above what you are able to
bear. As God exercises you in the small
things yield obedience. H e is preparing
you for the greater test. If you are faithful in the little things, there will be no
question about the greater things.
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I am not deriding doctors. They have
their place. I am not saying I will never
call one. God is able to do things miraculously, but when a bone is broken it must
be set. Yet God has set a bone when a
doctor was not available.
Sister Bert, of the Chicago Mission was
called to a home on account of accident.
A little girl had fallen down stairs and cut
off almost her entire tongue. The mother
was almost frantic and Sister Bert was
horrified. She said "Run for the doctor."
But the Lord said, "No, I will take care of
that." She was almost amazed. She said,
" W h a t shall I do." The Lord said, "You
hold that tongue in place and I will cause
it to heal." She took the girl on her lap
and talked to her to get her quiet. Then
she put the tongue in place and held it
for two and one-half hours and it was
healed perfectly. A physician will tell.you
it is impossible for a tongue to be healed
that is in that condition. She took God at
His word and He fulfilled His promise.
If we could only get that truth to you
of just simple faith and walking in obedience. He that "dwelleth" and "abideth"
hath the promise. He need not fear the
pestilence or the arrow. God does not
say He will not let it affect you. God lets
some of His children suffer everything that
anyone else suffers, so that you can go
throught with victory to make you an
example. "Consider the prophets, how
they suffered."
Some covet experience. If you expect
experience you can expect to have a great
test. If you covet great things, the test
will come your way. If you are coveting
for self-glory, you will fail; but if for the
glory of God, you can take it from the
hand of God and all things will work for
good.
"Swear not at all." Brother Myron
Taylor, was lead out on the truth of divine
healing. He made the assertion that he
would never take a drop of medicine.
W h e n he had gone to Africa, he took
down with malaria fever, for which the
only medical relief is quinine. He held on,
but became worse and worse, and was
not able to work. He said, "Lord, why
is it"? The Lord said, "Did I tell you to
say you would not take any drugs"? He
answered, "No, I said it." The Lord then
said, "Take one-half a tablet of quinine."
He soon recovered, but it wasn't the quinine that did it. Sometimes the " I " gets
in. Get the point. It isn't God that gives
the testimony. I have never seen people
that made statements like that in their
strength but had a test and had to submit.
"Swear not at all." "Let your yea be yea."
The thing that God tells you will stand
the test.
T h e approach to God is faith that worketh by love. W h e n you love the Lord you
can trust Him for anything. A certain
brother was laying low with pneumonia.

Page Three
He thought of the expression of "not turning your hand for the difference." As his
hand was laying on the cover he thought,
"If this turn meant life and that turn meant
death, I would leave it just where it is
and let the Lord choose."
W e must learn to wait on God. Some
years ago I had an affliction in my limb.
God was teaching me a lesson that my
strength came from Him, and I must be
careful how I used it. I could not pray
or use a remedy. One day when called
to pray for a sister, God said, " N o w ask
them to pray for you." Another time I
took a heavy cold. A sister came forward for healing. I was suffering myself.
The devil said, "You are a pretty specimen
to anoint her." I said, "It is her privilege
according to the W o r d , " and as I prayed for her, God healed me too. Some
things must be worked out in our own
hearts. You cannot stand on my faith and
depend on me.
But if you "abide" and "dwell" you are
under the shadow of the Almighty.
Brother, Sister, God is precious, God is
very nigh us, and would like to be much
nearer than He is, and twine His love
around us. M a y we be so exercised until
we become conscious of being under the
shadow of the Almighty.
Report of address given at Ohio State
Council.
March, 1930.
CHRIST A N D THE CHURCH
By ]. H.

Eshelman

Part II.
And I turned to see the voice that spake
with me, and being turned I saw seven
golden candlesticks. Exo. 25-27, Zech.
4-1-2. And in the midst of the seven
candlesticks one like unto the Son of man,
Rev. 1-9-13. W r i t e the things which thou
hast seen, and the things which are, and
the things which shall be hereafter; the
mystery of the seven stars which thou
sawest in my right hand, and the seven
golden candlesticks. The seven stars are
the angels of the seven churches; and the
seven golden candlesticks which thou sawest are the seven churches Rev. 1-19-20,
4-5, 5-6. I saw in the night visions, and,
behold, one like the Son of man came with
the clouds of heaven, and there was given
him dominion and glory, and a kingdom,
that all people, nations, and languages,
should serve him: his dominion is an everlasting dominion, Dan. 7-9-14.
Ephesus Rev. 2-1-7
Unto the angel (Heb. 1-7) of the church
of Ephesus write. I know thy works. The
speaker is the Son of man, "who through
the eternal Spirit offered himself without
spot to God to purge the conscience from
dead works to serve the living God, and
for this cause he is the mediator of the
new testament that by means of death, for
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LAUVER—Sr. Mary Ruth Lauver was born in
Juniata Co., Pa., May 16, 1898 ; died August 22, 1930,
aged 32 years, 3 months and 6 days. She had
valvular heart trouble for many years, but only in
her last illness, dropsy set in which proved fatal.
All efforts were put forth to prolong life, but to
no avail. Death came suddenly and peacefully.
How very fitting Riley says:
"I cannot say, and I will not say
That she is dead—She is just away with a cheery
smile and a wave of the hand
She has wandered into an unknown land
And left us dreaming how very fair,
It needs must be, since she lingers there
And you—O you who the wildest yearn
For the old time step and the glad return,
Think of her faring on, as dear
In the love of there as the love of here;
Think of her still as the same, I say:
She is not dead—she is just away."
A few days before she passed away she told us.
being drowsy and sleepy. " I am just going to sleep.
I will not t r y t o keep awake. If I fall asleep and
don't get awake, it's all right."
We praise God for a hope of eternal life. She
had a cheerful sunny disposition which won for her
a large circle of friends. She was a member of the
Brethren in Christ Church for fifteen years, always
attending Sunday School and church services when
she was able. She is survived by her parents, Eld.
and Sr. Solomon Lauver, and the following brothers
and sisters: Emma J., wife of John A. Stoner, Ella
M., and Junie A. at home, Harvey S., Miles S. of
Mifflin, Carrie E., wife of Oscar K. Stern, Roaring
Spring, Samuel and J a y at home.
Funeral services were held from her home, August
26, 1930, followed by services at Lost Creek Mennonite Church, conducted by Bish. H. B. Hoffer, assisted by the home ministry. Text: Psa. 116 :15. Interment was made in the adjoining cemetery.
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Paul also came to Ephesus and led them
further on in the "knowledge of the truth"
Acts 19-1-7. They had Timothy also for
their minister who labored patiently with
them in the Gospel, I Tim. 1-3. They
hated evil, and set up "thrones of judgment" and tried the offender, and hast
borne and hast patience and for my name's
sake hast labored and hast not fainted,
nevertheless I have somewhat against thee,
because thou hast left thy first love. Remember from whence thou art fallen and
repent and do thy first works." This process would restore the "fervor" of lost
love, Col. 3-12-17, and then they could restore one another, Gal. 6-1-2, Matt. 18.
And above all things have fervent charity among yourselves, I Peter 4-8, and see
that ye love one another with a pure heart
fervently, I Peter 1-22-23. Charity (love)
is called the bond of perfectness, Col.
3-12-14, "without it I am nothing" I Cor.
13-1-3. T h e thought of the letters to the
churches is that the church might be holy
and unblamable and unreproveable in his
sight: grounded and settled in the faith,
Col. 1-22-23. W h e n love is lost, the "light
goes out," Matt. 25-1-10. Beloved let us
love one another, for love is of God, I Jno.
4-7-11, John 15-1-11, Rev. 22-1-7.

SPARKS FROM
DIFFERENT ANVILS
By S. G. Engle.

If you expect to advance, believe in
yourself.
o
It's the man who does not allow his
mistakes to follow him who comes out
WILHELM—Elizabeth Wilhelm, wife of Jacob
Wilhelm passed away at her home near Sherkston,
on top.
Ont., on April 28, 1930, aged 69 years and 2 months.
o
She is survived by her husband, three sons, one
daughter, one brother, and one sister. Sr. Wilhelm
In 1921.—Seventy-six millionaires comwas converted and united with the Tunker Church
mitted suicide. (Money doesn't satisfy!)
while still young in years. She was a faithful member of that body for fifty-four years.
o
Funeral Bervices were conducted by Bishop Bert
Sherk and Elder Jesse Winger at the Tunker Church,
Show me your company, and I'll tell
Shisler's Point. Burial took place at Beach's cemeyou who you are.
tery.
o
He that walketh with wise men shall
the redemption of the transgressions that be wise, but a companion of fools shall
were under the first testament, they which be destroyed. Prov. 13:20.
are called might receive the promise of
o
eternal inheritance." Heb. 9-14-15. Many
The greatest thing in life is simplicity,
of the sins found in the seven churches, if it is mixed with ignorance.
appeared first in the church in the wildero
ness Acts 7-38-44. These things are our
You must be active to make an impresexamples, to the intent we should not lust sion on warm wax, likewise grasp opporafter evil things, as they also lusted. N o w tunities quickly.
all these things happened unto them for
—o
ensamples: and they are written for our
Promptness help to make a man of you,
admonition, upon whom the ends of the always be on time.
world are come, I Cor. 10:1-12. "I know
o
thy works," John 6-28-29, they had works
Brooding over mistakes, is flogging a
of repentance taught by Apollos, an elo- dead horse.
Love Christ, not only for what He is in
quent man, and Mighty in the Scriptures,
Himself, but more for what He represents.
and fervent in the Spirit, Acts 18-24-28. ,
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City Missions
Altoona Mission, in charge of Eld. Herman G. Miller
and wife, 61S—4th Ave., Altoona, Pa.
Buffalo Mission, ££ Hawley St., in charge of Eld. and
Sr. Earl Bosaert.
Chicago Mission, 6039 Halstead St., in charge of
Sarah Bert and workers. Phone, Wentworth 7122.
Dayton Mission, 601 Taylor St., in charge of Bish.
W. H. Boyer and Sr. Susi* Boyer.
Des Moines, Iowa Mission—1194—14th St., in charge
of Eld. H. W. Landis and wife.
Philadelphia Mission, 8428 N. 2nd St., in charge of
Elder Clyde Shirk and wife.
Son Francisco Mission, 3789—20th St., in charge of
Maffgie E. Sollenberger and workers.
Welland Mission, 86 Elizabeth St., Welland, Ont., in
charge of Eld. Henry P. and Sr. Lela F. Heisey.

Rural Missions
Bethel Mission, in charge of Eld. and Sr. D. E. Jennings, Sylvatus, Va.
Mt. Carmel Mission, in charge of Elder Walter Taylor
and wife, Gladwin, Mich., Star Route.
Iron Spring* Mission, in charge of Christian H.
Sider and wife, Fairfield, Pa.
Kentucky Mission Field, in charge of Elder Albert
Engle and wife, Garlin, Kentucky.

Orphanages
Messiah Orphanage, Florin, Pa., Brother Clarence
Herr, Steward; and Sister Susie Herr, Matron.
Jabbok Orphanage, Thomas, Okla.
Mt. Carmel Home, Morrison, 111., in charre of Sr.
Katie Bollinger and workers.

Old Peoples' Home
Messiah Home, in charge of Bro. D. L. and Sister
Mattie Graybill, 1175 Bailey St., Harrisburg, Pa.

HARVEST MEETINGS
Pennsylvania
Harvest meeting at Locust Grove, York
Co., Pa., September 27, Saturday afternoon,
followed by communion services in the evening and services Sunday morning. A
hearty invitation is extended to all.
Harvest Home service at Millersburg,
Pa., September 20, at 2 P. M.
—» «—— o
• —•

LOVE FEASTS
Pennsylvania
Graterford, Oct. 25-26.
Souderton, Nov. 8-9.
Ohio
Pleasant Hill, 0., Oct. 18 and 19 at 1:00
p. m. E. S. T.
Canada
Wainfleet
Sept. 13, 14
Bertie and Nottawa
Sept. 20, 21
Markham
Sept. 27, 28
Walpole
Oct. 4, 5
Howick
Oct. 11, 12
Clarence Center
Oct. 18, 19
Waterloo
Oct. 25, 26
Indiana
'Union Grove
Garrett

Oct. 25-26
Sept. 20-21
Michigan

Gladwin
Carland
Mooretown

Sept. 20 and 21
Oct. 4 and 5
Oct. 18 and 19
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Merrill
Nov. 1 and 2
November 3 following the Merrill love
feast our District Meeting will be held. All
members are requested to be present.

SPECIAL NOTICE
Messiah Bible College opens September 15. Registration begins at
9 A. M.
NOTICE

NOTICE

For some time the heating equipment at the Chicago Mission has been
unsatisfactory. Investigation by the
trustees disclosed that the installation of an oil burner at an approximate cost of $750.00 would be desirable.
Favorable action by the Home Mission Board, confirmed by the General
Executive Board, has authorized the
trustees to proceed with the installation. The oil burner equipment will
relieve the workers from much physical strain and manual labor and
open the way for more time to be
given directly to the Lord's work.
This announcement is submitted
for the general information of the
church-at-large.
HOME MISSION BOARD
M. G. Engle, Chairman.
C. N. Hostetter, Jr., Sec'y.
SPECIAL NOTICE
The need of a new supply of Church
Manuals in Conference Minutes of
1930, Page 59, Article 33, is now completed, the new addition is now ready
for free distribution. Order from
"Visitor" Office.
R. I. Witter,
Sec'y and Treas. of Tract Com.
REPORT OF TENT MEETING AT
PARALLEL SCHOOL HOUSE, NEAR
PUTNAM, OKLA.
This meeting was conducted by Eld. Harry C. Crider from Kansas, with Rosa Eyster and Kathryn Tingle assisting in song,
prayer and personal work.
The meeting which lasted for three weeks
from August 10th to 31st was well attended. Sixteen persons sought the Lord—
eight of these for the first time. The
others were reclaimed or sanctified. Among
this number were some dear young children.
The second week of the meeting a sud-
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den wind storm coming up in the night did
much damage to the tent—so much so, that
the meeting was removed to the school
house, where some nights there was not
room enough inside to hold the crowd, so
they placed the seats outside where there
was plenty of room and fresh air.
The meeting closed with a very precious
baptismal service when ten young people
and children were baptized.
•—Anna Kraybill, Cor.
REPORT OF THE SUNDAY SCHOOL
AND MINISTERIAL MEETING
The following is a report of the Sunday
School and Ministerial Meeting held at the
Locust Grove Church, York Co., Pa., August 17. Following Sunday School Bro. Dick
of Leymone, Pa., opened the services; after
this the subject, "Benefit of Sunday School
and Its Effects," by Eld. Jacob Heisey, of
Washington Boro, Pa. He told what the S.
S. has already done and will do, how
that things that we learn, we will cherish
in later life. He also told of the importance of Sunday School. This was followed with a sermon by Eld. Lester Myers,
Greencastle, P a v on Job, which was followed by the noon dismissal.
The afternoon services were as follows:
Song services, Children's Period by Eld.
Abner Martin of Elizabethtown, Pa. He
gave a very interesting talk to the children, after which he asked them Bible
questions.
"The crucifixion of Christ," by Bro.
Heisey, who told of the crucifixion, of the
great sorrow He bore, the agony, how He
paid the penalty for the whole world, how
He shed His blood, and where we would be
if it would not have been for Him. How
salvation comes to us if we confess our
sins, that He came to minister and give
His life a ransom for many.
"The Resurrection," by Bro. Martin, who
told of the resurrection of Christ, how He
arose triumphant from the grave, how that
all in Christ, shall be made alive, and how
the dead in Christ shall be changed from
mortals to immortals.
"The Second Coming of Christ," by Bro.
Myers. He brought forth many wonderful truths about Christ's second coming,
how He shall come again, as a thief in the
night in the twinkling of an eye, how the
waiting bride will be caught away to meet
the Lord in the air, the great marriage
feast and the tribulation. This subject was
followed by dismissal for the afternoon.
Again in the evening we met with song
services and testimony meeting, conducted
by Bro. Dick. "How to Teach and Train
Our Young People Against Temptation in
Life," by Bro. Heisey, who told how the
parents were to go to the Scriptures to
solve their problems, to speak to their children, inspire their hearts and minds to
God, to have the Family Altar to teach
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them in young years. He also gave out
warnings to parents, how to bring up their
children; to teach their little lambs about
the Lamb of Calvary. This was followed
by a sermon by Bro. Martin.
This surely was a day of feasting on the
things of God, and I am sure all were inspired the upward way. The services were
well attended, the church being nearly
filled. May God's blessings rest on all that
was said.
Florence Mae Lehman, Cor.
MAYTOWN, PA.
Dear readers of the "Visitor", greetings:
We have been permitted to enjoy another
season of spiritual refreshing. A harvest
praise service was held at this place on
August 9, 1930. Rev. Abner Martin preached a most fitting sermon, using for his text
the first Psalm. He brought to mind the
many blessings we ought to be thankful
for even though a drought is passing thru
the land. Eld. Henry Krieder from Palmyra also favored us with a suitable sermon, taking his text from one hundred and
and twenty-sixth Psalm. The meeting was
enjoyed by all who gathered with us, a nice
number being present.
We can surely thank the Lord for the
past favors, and ask a continued interest in
your prayers for this place.
Cor.
WAYNESBORO, PA.
The Brethren in Christ of Ringgold Dist.,
have finished a very interesting revival
meeting which was held in the Waynesboro
church. They were conducted by Eld. J.
Lester Myers of Greencastle, who gave us
messages filled with power from on high,
every evening for two weeks. They were
surely God-sent. The people were stirred
and gave good attendance and attention.
However, only a few visible results were
seen on the surface. But we pray the seed
sown may continue to bring fruit in days
to come. We also pray God's richest blessings on Bro. Myers as he continues in the
Master's service.
H. C. S.
FOX HOLLOW REPORT
On August 3rd we very much enjoyed
an all day Sunday School meeting held at
the Fox Hollow church, Lycoming Co., Pa.
Although the weather was quite warm the
service was well attended throughout the
day.
The special speakers of the day were
Bro. and Sr. John Martin and Bro. Daniel
Engle from Lancaster, Pa., and Bro. Titus
Books from Cleona, Pa. They brought to
us very inspiring messages and some wonderful truths were presented. Each subject was very well dealt with and a united
spirit seemed to rule throughout the service.
We were also favored to have with us
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another speaker, the sheriff of Lycoming
Co., Pa., who gave us a short talk on crime,
which was very well fitting to some of the
subjects that had been spoken on before.
There were also several took part from
Cedar Springs congregation in Clinton Co.,
Pa., and some from the Fox Hollow congregation.
As a whole the service was enjoyed by
all, and we trust that lasting impressions
have been made on those that were present. We ask the prayers of God's people
for the work here that the Lord's work
might go on.
Lycoming Co. Cor.
REPORT OF ROBINSON RIDGE, KY.,
TENT MEETINGS.
"Bless the Lord 0 my soul, and all that
is within me, praise His holy name."
Surely we as servants in the Master's
service cannot begin to praise and thank
the Almighty One enough for the way He
has met us in the first tent meetings, held
by the Brethren in Christ at Robinson
Ridge, Ky.
On June 28th the Gospel workers, which
were Bro. and Sr. Engle, Bro. William
Engle, Sr. Leah Dohner, and Sr. Dorothy
A. Lexow, with the tents and supplies
trailed over the beautiful hilly woodlands
of Kentucky to Robinson Ridge. Upon this
ridge we pitched our tents for the conflict
against sin and the devil, realizing this was
indeed a place in which God would have
to give special strength and power to defeat the awful powers of darkness and
wickedness.
The time from the beginning to the end
was indeed a real battle. Thank God He
is a victorious helper and we give Him the
glory for all that has been accomplished.
During the afternoon of the first two
weeks we had a Summer Vacational Bible
School. As this was something entirely
new to the people of the community and a
new experience for the teachers, which were
Sr. Leah Doner, Sr. Dorothy Lexow and
Bro. William Engle, every one showed an
intense interest. Our enrollment was fifty-three. These young people and children showed splendid work in their Bible
study and hand-work throughout the two
weeks. We as teachers found this time
to be very profitable; also we enjoyed some
quite amusing instances and remarks. Seven of our pupils were saved during the
meetings. At the close of school a brief
program was given publicly of the work
which had been put forth during the two
weeks. After the program an interesting
and touching thing took place. The little
children gave pennies and nickels personally to their teachers as a means of thanks
and appreciation. Truly we as teachers
can say, "God bless these young people and
children for they have done what they
could."
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We had services every night and several
afternoons for fully four weeks. Rev. A.
H. Engle, the evangelist, gave forth powerful, bold, messages against sin in all its
devilish power. The day services were very
inspirational to the sants. One dear old
saint, who is earnestly seeking for the
infilling of the Holy Ghost, said "Don't
stop the day services for they are the best."
Praise God who so richly gave light and
blest so wonderfully in the afternoon hours.
The evening services were also very interesting. Truly one did not know what to
expect within the next moment. We did
experience some very amusing and exciting things, which indeed required the love
and grace of God in our lives to stand up
for true heaven-born holiness. The devil
put up a strong fight indeed. (One can almost say, he had to send the serpent
copperhead into the tent one evening to
cause disturbance as was the case.) If people would only fight sin as they fight serpents, what a change could be had. Surely
one cannot realize the change!
At five o'clock the people would gather
at the tent for the evening services. Large
crowds could be seen coming on wagons,
walking and horseback. The people were
eager for the straight-line Gospel. The
stronger the better. Amen! We as workers have never witnessed such mighty convicting power resting upon such large congregations as it was here from night to
night. Souls realized they were at stake,
yet many in their sinful ways turned their
backs toward God. Another interesting
thing was to see old men repent, weep in
godly sorrow, pray through and get the
living witness within.
One dear old lady, who has been using
tobacco for many years and was seriously
running down in health, was gloriously delivered from the filthy habit. Her body
healed. Now she is a burning light for
God in the community, the glory of God
glows from her very life and within is a
living testimony flowing from her lips. How
mightily God does perform. Praise Him forever!
Another little girl who wept bitterly and
prayed to God to save her soul, received a
wonderful blessing, and claimed to get
saved. She was the means of her father's
conversion. The following evening the little girl came and threw her arms around
one of the workers, weeping as if her heart
would break. Again she knelt at the altar,
prayed and held on to God until the work
was definitely wrought within. Oh! what
a Saviour to save—. She arose an entirely
changed girl; happy was she indeed. The
clear ringing testimony came: "God has
saved me and I am so glad and I know I
have a home in heaven now." God bless
her! How wonderful salvation is that we
can know and others will know too, if its
real or not. Praise the dear Lord, it's real
only to those who obey God!
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In all we had forty or more seekers, including cold professors, backsliders and the
non-professors. Truly God had blessed
richly and we believe the field of Robinson
Ridge is a great prospective place for the
workers who will be stationed there for
the salvation of souls.
Jeremiah gave forth the inner concern for
his people; likewise we feel the same—"Oh
that my head were waters and mine eyes a
fountain of tears, that I might weep day
and night," for the unsaved, hungry, and
broken-hearted people of Robinson Ridge.
We enlist your prayers for Robinson
Hidge in the interest of souls and the
workers which will be stationed in the near
future.
—Dorothy A. Lexow.
MICHIGAN REPORT
Mooretown, Mich. July 6th.
On our way to Moorteown we stopped
at Merrill, Mich., and enjoyed the love
feast occasion with the brethren there, here
Bro. Hostetter, Jr., was beginning a series
of meetings. Arriving at Mooretown Sunday evening, July 6th we found the tent
four miles east of the Mooretown church,
in Mr. Will Gates' hay field. The farmers
were in the midst of haying and harvest.
Their spring crops were real good, better
than they have had for years. Here we
made our religion a bit more practical and
spent several days in helping the brethren
gather in the harvest. At the close of the
three and one-half weeks meetings, twenty
some souls sought the Lord at the altar.
Some were saved, others sanctified, and two
were healed.
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dred thousand in population, and with multitudes out of work. Thus we find plenty
of material to work on. We crave your
prayers for this hungry and needy people.
—J. F. Lady.

tetter, Jr., and wife with Sisters Martha
Sentz and Naomi Wolgemuth as helpers.
On the above date one young sister was
baptized, with the expectation of a number
of other young people taking the same step
later. May the Lord keep each precious
convert true to the end.
Carland Tent Meeting
Beginning July 29th, a tent meeting was
held with the Carland class, with Eld. C.
N. Hostetter, Jr., and wife in charge, also
Sisters Martha Sentz and Naomi Wolgemuth as helpers. The workers came on
the field having "the Holy Spirit in possession and ready to be used of God for the
salvation of the lost.

Baptism Services
On July 20th, following the tent meeting
which was held on the Leaton School House
grounds, Gladwin, and which was conducted by our dear brother, Eld. Jesse Lady assisted by his dear father and mother who
proved to be a great help to the meeting,
there was held a baptismal service. Ten
precious ones followed the Lord down into
the flowing stream and in accordance to the
Word of God were baptized in the name of
the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy
Ghost. May God bless those dear souls
with standing grace.
On August 24th there was held a baptismal service as the result of a tent
meeting held with the Mooretown class,
Sandusky, which was also conducted by
Bro. Jesse Lady with his parents as helpers. Five dear young brethren and sisters,
four from the Mooretown class and one
young sister from Pontiac who was saved
in the tent meeting held at that place by
the same evangelist, were baptized. May
God keep them walking in the Light.
On August 31st a baptismal service was
held, it being the result of a meeting held
in Bro. Schneider's new barn where General Conference convened one year ago. The
meeting was conducted by Bro. C. N. Hos-

The meeting began with rather a small
attendance but a good spirit was manifest
from the beginning. Bro. Hostetter was
used of the Lord in bringing forth real
heart searching messages night after night.
The interest increased and the meetings
were well attended considering the very
busy season. Conviction took hold of
hearts, and as they bowed at the altar there
were deep heart cries for mercy, and after
yielding to God there were heard shouts of
victory in the camp. In some cases the
enemy held his ground with determination,
but the workers proved to be coupled up
with the power house of God, the devil was
defeated and was forced to surrender, and
souls were liberated and claimed victory.
May God bless our dear brother and sisters
and continue to use them in winning souls.
Jonathan Lyons.

We especially enjoyed our stay at Mooretown since this is the field where my brother
Samuel is pastor, and from all appearance
the work is encouraging.
—J. F. Lady.
Pontiac, Mich. August 3rd.
Having a couple days vacation between
our next meeting, we spent two days at the
Romeo Holiness Camp Meeting, which was
on our way to Pontiac. The speakers at
the camp were: Dr. Butler, Dr. Tuberville,
and Rev. Paul Reese. Here our souls were
richly fed and encouraged for the battle.
Meeting at Pontiac began Sunday afternoon, August 3rd. Located on a vacant lot
on the northeast part of town, surrounded
by a needy people. Bro. Frank Vore and
family is the only family of our people
here at present. We have no organized
church here, only that Bro. Vore in conjunction with Bro. Snider a Mennonite have a
mission down town. There are however, a
number of other good brethren from the
Nazarenes, Christian Alliance, and Pentecost which take a good and helpful interest
in the meeting. There seems to be a very
fine spirit of co-operation and interest thus
far. But it seems to take the unusual to stir
people now days, especially in the city.
Pontiac has at least seventy-six to one hun-

WHO WILL GO?
ARCADIA CHURCH, FLA.
N. Hillsboro Ave., Arcadia, Fla.
This "little white Church," as it is known
in Arcadia, is without a pastor. Henry Westheaffer, one of our elderly brethren who resides in Arcadia, has been doing his best
to carry on the services alone since the
first of April when Bro. P. B. Freisen left.
He will continue to assist, but requests
someone to come and take charge of the
work. H. S. Ritter the Sunday School Superintendent also begs for someone to come.
Surely the Lord wants someone who

reads these lines to "get on the firing line"
in this little church. A married brother is
much to be preferred. The Board hopes to
find someone who would plan to spend several years on the field, however, appointment will only be made for the Conference
year.
Is the Lord speaking to you? Do you
bishops or ministers know of anyone you
could recommend for this vacancy? Write
to the Secretary at once.
HOME MISSION BOARD
M. G. Engle, Chairman.
C. N. Hostetter, Jr., Refton, Pa.
Secretary.
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STEPS TO SPIRITUAL SUCCESS
"But the path of the just is as a
shining light, that shineth more and
more unto the perfect day." Prov.
4:18.
Our purpose in this lesson is to
point out the road to success in the
divine life. It is to be remembered,
as there are necessary steps to success in the business life, so there are
in the spiritual life. And hence these
steps must be made, or failure will be
the outcome.
We will now proceed to mention a
few of the essential steps. The step
is, keep a fixed purpose. Every soul
who would exceed in God must aim at
some certain point on piety's high
hill; and then purpose in his heart to
attain it at any cost, though the path
to it may lead through trouble, sorrow, disappointment and much persecution. Hence without this fixed purpose, he will soon grow discouraged
and give up. Again ne must not only
purpose attaining to the goal which he
sees before the vision of his soul, but
must also form a fixed purpose to
obey and live up to his personal, Godgiven convictions. There are hundreds to-day to reason and explain
away our God-given convictions, but
only a few to encourage and exhort
us to live up to them. Hence for this
reason, if souls would obey and live
up to them they must take a firm
stand against almost every being on
earth, or else they will be influenced
by some less spiritual soul to renounce their convictions and compromise. It is said of holy Enoch, he
purposed in his heart to walk with
God even from the days of his youth.
It is said of Daniel, "he purposed in
his heart that he would not defile
himself with the portion of the king's
meat, nor with the wine which he
drank." (Dan. 1:8.)
2. The next thing necessary in the
divine life is to keep God first in all
things. Yes in every plan, in every
business arrangement, we should put
Him first. If we move from one community to another, we should first
consider and see if it will in any way
dampen our love for God and His
services. This is the thing that
wrecked Lot's family and cost him
his soul; i. e., he moved away from
divine services and religious influences. How many souls have fallen
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by the way, even in this our day, because they moved away from the
church where they could not attend
the meetings regularly. Their excuse
was they wanted to have a garden
and raise chickens, but it was done at
the expense of their souls, for they
grew cold and careless from not attending the prayer meetings and midweek services. And secondly, the
children grew up in infidelity as the
result of not getting to church and
Sabbath school. Oh, friend, if you
would make a success in life, you
must ever keep God uppermost in
every detail of life.
3. The next very important thing
is, keeping all on the altar. Oh, what
a vital point. This is the axis on
which your whole religious experience
revolves. For us to take one thing we
gave to God, or draw back in our consecration on any line whatever, brings
to a standstill spiritually, and we can
never proceed an inch until we lay all
on the altar. How many souls have
lost their experiences right here.
They put all on the altar for time and
eternity to become saved, but after
they were saved and had gone on for
a time, they began to grow less conscientious; hence they began to take
things back which they had laid on
the altar of God when they got saved.
So from that time they began to retrograde in their experience, and thus
in a little while they were committing
the most awful sin without scruples
whatever. Oh, how careful we should
all be to be right at this point, for our
experience will leak out quicker at
this point (I believe) than at any
other. We should have a set time to
balance our spiritual books, to see if
we are carefully keeping all on the
altar, and walking in all past and
present light.
4. The next thing necessary is to
continue to cultivate a spiritual appetite — a relish for God and the
things of God. Oh, how easy it is to
lose the relish for worship, for secret
prayer, for reading the Word, etc.
Now the way to cultivate this relish
is: a. To have a set time for meditation and prayer, b. To be a constant attendant at religious services,
but especially the prayer and testimony services, and not only be present, but take an active part at each
service. There are many dear ones
who die spiritually right at this
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point, viz., failing to testify and pray
in public, c. By being a constant reader of good, sound, wholesome, holiness literature. It will prove of great
help to read the lives and works of
such holy men and women as Wesley,
Fletcher, Knox, Bramwell, Carvosso,
Hester Ann Rogers, Madam Guyon
and others; to read of the experiences
of these holy souls who, as it were,
reached piety's high hill, will greatly
intensify the soul's desire to reach it
also. Praise God: Oh, what lofty desires it kindles in the soul for God,
and the fullness of his love. Reading
the life of the sainted Fletcher seems
to awake every passion of the soul
and puts into it a ceaseless craving
for the fulness of God. As Mr. Wesley says:
"My heart breaks out in strong desire
Thy perfect bliss to prove;
My longing heart is all on fire,
To be dissolved in love."
5. The next thing necessary to
succeed in the divine life, is for one
to keep cut loose from an undue
amount of temporal things. Oh, how
temporal things entangle the mind
and dampen the cravings of the soul
for the things above. Theyi are so
subtile, they adulterate the mind and
bias the affections, hindering its
blight to the mount of God. Oh, holy
soul, beware of the earthly entanglements, such as fine houses, fine furniture, fine automobiles, etc. All
these things tend to draw our minds
back to earthly things, and hinder
our rapid flight to perfection's lofty
height.
6. The next thing necessary to
excell in the divine life is ever to keep
a rigid self-discipline, for it is to be
remembered that self is our greatest
foe, and even after the sinful self—
life is crucified there is a legitimate
self that must ever be kept under,
else we become castaways.
7. The next helpful thing to succeed is never to resent an injury nor
an affront. No matter what is done
or said to us, we should never resent
or retaliate, but "offer the other
cheek." It is said of Jesus our blessed example, "When He was reviled,
He reviled not again."
8. The next help to success in the
divine life is: Be always open for reproof. Take it mildly and humbly.
Even when you are in fault never
manifest an argumentative or talkative spirit in trying to clear yourself.
Choose rather to be misunderstood
than manifest an argumentative spirit. If you are misunderstood, bear it
mildly. It will all be brought to light
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some day as to who was right, even clean as they were when He loaned to push it into safety, it would go out
if not until the judgment day; that them to me; for you see they belong- as soon as you took your hand off the
will be plenty of time to get your re- ed to His Son who had bought them button.
So, I began to think I had better
ward. Oh, holy soul move softly with by a great sacrifice. And when He
get
my light and examine it, and I
God.
married they were to be in a beauti9. The next thing necessary to di- ful setting for the Bride. So I was asked these friends to come and help
vine success is, ever remember that to guard them very carefully and not me, so they brought their lights too.
But, Oh! what a sight, when the
no matter how far up the road of per- lose any.
search lights were turned on my
fection you get, you stand only by
Well, I took care of them for a
simple child-like faith. Many forget while and thought I was keeping house every thing was dust and dirt
this part as they move up the divine every thing all right. I did not need and when I looked for my precious
highway, and commence to lean on the search light. I could see without gems they were gone. The enemy of
feelings and blessings rather than it. I was careless with the chain and the great Jeweler had come in while
upon God, with the same simple trust it became grimy and tarnished and I was having a merry time and had
for everything, as they did when first finally one day, it broke and was lost. stolen them. But there was one left.
saved. And the result is they lose So the lovely gems, having no sup- It had roiled into a little nook away
that clearness, and freshness, that port, were put aside and allowed to from the other four and was hidden
victory of faith, and evenness of ex- roll around at will. My house not from the enemy, so I have the one
perience. Oh, holy soul beware of being clean as it should they also be- and I am trying to keep my house
leaning upon feelings, blessings and came soiled. All this time I had not clean and bright the way the Jeweler
impressions, but ever obey and trust bothered with the light, thinking I told me, with the aid of the search
God with simple dry faith, and you would house-clean some day and then light. I want to learn the secret of
the safety catch so I can put it on
will keep from an unsettled and vacil- I would get it out and use it.
to stay, then I can work, knowing it
lating experience.
will stay lighted unless I push it out
By
the
way,
there
was
a
great
car10. The next thing necessary to
myself.
succeed in the divine life is: Be a man nival going on and I would stand
But what about my four gems
or woman of few words. Always keep around looking in at the bright lights,
a close watch over all your words. Do (because the owner of this carnival which the enemy has taken to his
not practice how much you can say, was a collector of gems and he made carnival, and how can I face the Ownbut how little. The apostle says: it a point to get all he could belonging er if He comes for them and I haven't
"Study to be quiet." Many words to to the great Jeweler's Son) for he found them ? Oh! I do pray you who
a holy life, are like taking the cork had a large number of rose and yel- have this wonderful light will help
out of a gasoline can, it soon evapor- low lights which made everything me, for the enemy has them hidden
ates. Solomon says: "In the multi- look different. One time I ventured away under rubbish and behind iron
tude of words there wanteth not sin." inside and every one made so much doors and anywhere he thinks we
Jesus says: "But I say unto you, that of me and I had such a merry time cannot get. It will take a great light
every idle word that men shall speak, that I went time and again until I to outshine all those rose and yellow
they shall give an account thereof was at this place of pleasure most of ones, but if we turn this search light
in his face, he cannot come near us.
in the day of judgment. For by thy my days.
words thou shalt be justified, and by
Sometimes I would think of these Maybe while we are searching for my
thy words thou shalt be condemned." jewels I had in my possession and I gems we may find some other ones he
Matt. 12:35-37.
sometimes was afraid the Owner has stollen.
Rev. J. M. Humphrey, in Repairer. would come for them, and they were
But it makes me so sorry when I
not ready, for I knew they must be think how careless I have been with
cleaned good. But I thought I could the jewels that have been so dearly
LOST JEWELS
use the search light and find all the bought and even though the Owner
dust and quickly clean them and my forgives me, I think there would be a
By Sister Flossie (Phila.)
house the way the Jeweler told me. hurt in His eyes if He saw the places
A long time ago a great Jeweler I thought I could do that when I saw vacant when He has the marriage
gave me five precious gems, which He Him coming, not thinking He may supper. Also there is sorrow in my
said I might keep fastened to a chain come when I least expected. Then I heart when I think of the chain
I wore until he wanted them back. Al- would hear the music and off to the which I might have kept bright and
though the chain was not bright and carnival I would go, again leaving my clean, but I so carelessly lost.
new like the gems, He told me with a house open and these precious gems
So I am asking your prayers and
little labor it could be made beautiful unguarded.
help in finding my lost gems and I
also.
One day I stopped to listen to some pray God you may take care of your
Then He gave me a powerful friends of the Jeweler, who were tell- precious jewels.
search light, and told me a way both ing of the wonders of a search light
chain and gems could be kept clean like the one He had given me, and I er.)The Great Jeweler (Our Heavenly Fathand bright. He also said I must keep had put it aside never bothering to
Jeweler's Son (Our Saviour, Jesus.)
myself and house clean, else these examine it. They were telling how
Precious Gems (Our Children.)
The Chain (Husband and Wife.)
precious jewels would get soiled. If they used it to search all places where
The way of cleansing (The 'Blood of JeI learned how to use this search dust and mould collected around their sus.)
light, it would penetrate to all corners house and possessions and what a
Great Search Light (God's Word.)
and crevices and hidden places so I comfort it was. And what is this
Battery and bulb (Salvation.)
Button (Holy Spirit.)
could see any dust or tarnish that they were saying about the batteries
Safety catch (Sanctified Heart.)
and bulb and something about a butmay collect.
Collector of Jewels or Enemy (Satan.)
ton
you
could
press
to
throw
the
Because when He came for these
Carnival (World of Sin.)
gems He wanted them bright and light? But if you did not know how
Colored lights (Worldly Pleasures.)
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GUILT!
By ]. B.

Tweter

Curly Ewen of the Poplar Heights
school had the unenviable name of the
"Rebel." This was due t o his open grudge
against all school-teachers who came to
that community; a grudge which would
break into open rebellion upon the slightest provocation. Just why he was their
avowed enemy no one seemed to know,
but because of him every teacher began
her duties in the school with a sense of
dread; Curly Ewen presented a baffling
problem yet to be solved.
This morning as he trudged on his way
to school he was hailed by a farmer from
a nearby field. "Hello Rebel. How'd you
like your new teacher"?
"Aw, she's no good"! grunted Curly and
hurried on with the farmer's laugh still
echoing in his ears. However he was not
concerned about the laugh, or the tinge of
sarcasm in which it was clothed; rather, he
was thinking about the new teacher, and a
few misgivings troubled his mind. H e recalled that from the first day of her arrival he had been favorably impressed
with her, much against his wishes. She
was not like the flappers who had preceded her, nor yet was she a crabby old maid.
On the contrary he could see her earnest
interest in every pupil; the new tone of
zest introduced in her able teaching. All
the children seemed to almost worship her;
and Curly admitted to himself that she
was really different from the other teachers; but wherein lay that difference he was
not prepared to say as yet. Therefore he
covertly watched her, becoming faintly
uneasy and even subdued before the quiet
capability of her manner.
Once she happened to glance up from
her desk and caught his stare. Sunshine
seemed suddenly to have broken with
dazzling radiance over her face as she
smiled. For the moment he forgot his
grudge against all teachers; and in that
second of his bewilderment her gaze penetrated the mask of sullen indifference he
wore and saw the real boy underneath.
T h e next instant he recovered his composure and glowered into his book more
darkly than ever. A while after opportunity afforded her the chance to help him
with a hard problem in "fractions." Ere
she was through he rather admired her
poise and ability to clear up the mystery
for him. His resistance was weakening.
In the face of this he despised himself. He
inwardly determined to do something rash
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—he didn't know just what—ah, now he
had it. And forthwith he decided to play
truant. The next day he was absent from
school. The following morning found him
wending his way to school to face his
medicine.
N o sooner had he entered the room than
he saw by the look on the teacher's face
that she knew. He put on an air of brazen
defiance. But she only requested his presence after school and that voiced in such
a matter-of-fact tone that no one would
think it an unusual thing. Curly mumbled
inaudibly as he turned to his scribbler. A
feeling of doubt again troubled him which
did not wholly leave him the remainder
of the day. At half-past three she dismissed the children; the expression in her eye
reminded him uncomfortably of their coming interview.
W i t h the room still and empty save for
them two she quietly came up to the desk
in which Curly was sitting. In her hand
she held that black strap which he had
come to know so well. However she only
said as she put it to one side,—
"Curly Ewen, I dislike to use this strap
on you," and to his surprise he detected a
catch in her voice. She gazed deep down
into the depths of his eyes. It seemed to
Curly that she was probing to the bottom
of his soul; he felt so small and mean all
of a sudden. Like a thunderbolt came the
next question, finding him unprepared, nonplussed.
"Curly," she was saying softly, even
tenderly. "Don't you like me—even just a
little"? He was on the point of replying in
the negative, but felt he would be voicing
an untruth. H e maintained a stubborn
silence.
"That may seem an odd question and
uncalled for," she continued kindly, "but
I've longed to win the confidence and respect of all my dear pupils. I—I—love
them every one, even—you! I know they
all love me excepting you. Now, what
have I not done to show you I'm your
friend, a real honest-to-goodness friend,
and not merely a school-teacher drawing
her monthly pay-check"?
Curly sat very still before her. His face
was red with embarrassment. W a s she
going to cry? Her questions cut him like
knives. N o one had spoken to him like
this before; not one of the preceding teachers had loved him—him, the Rebel! He
earnestly wished the teacher would soon
quit and he could go. W h y did not she
smack him over the hands, as did the
others, and be done with it? She was
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speaking again; he wondered what was
coming next.
"I have studied you, dear boy," she continued, again a telltale catch in her voice.
"You are too precious to your parents to
go bad so soon in life. Your soul is worth
more than all the world to the Lord. I
think you have never been understood,
have you"?—she paused a moment. He
didn't dare look up. Somehow he was at
a loss as to what to say or do. "Possibly
all the whipping you have received drove
you to this w a y of acting—for I know of
your past conduct. N o w I'm going to do
something unusual, Curly. I'm going to let
you go home—without a whipping."

-

Curly looked up in swift surprise. W h a t
did all this mean? She seemed to be
awaiting some answer or to see him go.
He did neither. Vaguely he feared some
snare. Then once more she spoke, only
once,—
"You will be better now—be my friend"?
"Huh! Be a teacher's pet"? and he
laughed sneeringly.
T h e color flooded her face. She stepped back as if she had been slapped and
winced. A hurt look came into those eyes.
T h e Rebel, so unlike his name now, walked out of the room affecting a callousness
he did not feel. Vainly he regretted his
words; he saw that they had cut deep.
Once outside he breathed more freely.
W h e w , he wondered, what an unusual
teacher! Then quite by chance he looked
in through the window. T h e sight before
him rooted the boy to the spot. Before
her desk and kneeling in an attitude of
prayer was the teacher. Her eyes were
tightly closed; two tears like twin jewels
sparkled on her lustrous eyelashes. Her
lips moved in inaudible prayer. She was
a picture of pleading beauty. All this was
lost on C u d y as he struggled before the
onslaught of self-condemnation and guilt!
T h a t afternoon as he rode home on his
pony he was the most unhappy boy in the
world. His mind was in a turmoil of conflicting emotions. Shucks, he mused, who'd
have thot a teacher would mind as little a
thing as playing 'hookey'? You made her
cry, replied his accusing conscience. But
she oughtn't t o care, he tried to reassure
himself desperately. Besides, all the fellers do it anyway—. N o one ever told you
before that the world didn't mean a row
of pins in comparison to your soul—again
that guilty feeling ! She must be a little
religious, Curly decided defensively, maybe that's what makes her so different. Religious or not she said she loved you—he
winced before this attack—even when you
almost cut her to pieces with your cruel
words and sneering laugh! But I didn't
mean it—Curly was sweating now in an
agony of remorse. And you made her
pray—and cry, on her knees too—.
"Oh I wish I wasn't such a mean sort
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of a feller"! Curly spoke aloud. "I just
hate to be called the 'Rebel when I ain't
one, after all."
W h a t happened the next moment Curly
could not ever tell. A rock had caused
his horse to fall throwing him head foremost to the ground. N o r could he say
afterwards how long he lay there by the
roadside in a stupor. However, when he
opened his eyes he gradually came to
realize that his head was pillowed in the
teacher's lap. She had neatly bandaged
the cut above his ear and brushed back his
hair. He squirmed to one side in mortification. Of all things this was the last
thing he desired to happen. T o be so
kindly attended to by one he had so cruelly wounded—The next instant the Rebel
of Poplar Heights school was bitterly crying.
"I feel so—so—mean," he sobbed. "I
promise you I won't play hookey again."
She quietly stroked his hair; her eyes were
misty.
"An'—an'—I want to be better. I am
sorry fer—fer—all I said." Curly blubbered in his bitterness, not unmixed with a
nameless sense of content just to lay there
as a spasm of dizziness passed over him.
"An' I want to—to be—forgiven."
"I can't. Curly." But there was tender
understanding in her eyes which Curly
failed to see.
"You can't—Why"? there was fear in
his voice.
"I could forgive you for what you have
done to me," she was taking careful pains
now to explain. "But you are an awful
sinner, Curly. And you've sinned against
—Him"!
The boy gazed up at her in perplexity.
W h a t did she mean? W h o was she speaking about? She sensed his difficulty and
went on.
"Listen, dear boy, while I explain. W h e n
you played truant, you ran away from me,
didn't you"?
"Yes."
"And you broke the law of my school,
didn't you"? Curly nodded agreement.
" W h y did you do it, Curly"?
"Because I'm so mean—so rotten—" he
was shamefaced.
"Yes." A pause. Then she approached
what lay on her heart by another angle.
H o w she longed to win this boy but the
task was so delicate! She breathed an inward prayer for guidance, and spoke again.
"Have you ever heard of Jesus"?
"Oh, yes! He was God's Son. But I
can't see—."
" T h e Bible says that we have all sinned. W e are all sinners, Curly." She
opened a well-worn N e w Testament, continuing; "And you have run away from
Him, Jesus, my Lord. Can't you see? You
have played truant to Him, who died to
save you." For possibly ten minutes she
talked from an overflowing heart. She re-
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vealed the wonderful plan of redemption
God had made for the sinner through
Christ's atonement for sin on Calvary; the
punishment taken in man's stead that He
might be just in forgiving all who received
Him as their own personal Saviour. Curly
lay very still, drinking in this message
which seemed so new, so real as it came
from her lips.

so happy," he cried. "And all because
He has forgiven me"!
" N o w what is the least you can do"?
There was expectancy in her eyes; a lovable grin broke over his beaming face.
"Thank 'Im"! he said. T h e y knelt together once more; the boy to voice his
heartfelt thanksgiving, the teacher to rejoice in unison with the angels in Heaven
over one sinner that had repented of his
evil ways.-—Gospel Herald.
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"Now, when you broke the rules of our
school, so in like manner have we all
broken the rules of our Heavenly Father.
That's why we are all sinners; we are naturally bent towards evil. I can, and do,
forgive you for breaking the law of my
school, but I haven't the authority to forgive you for breaking God's law—. Sin
is the transgression of His law. Don't
you see"?
Curly was thinking hard and as new
truths dawned on him he ventured to say,
"Then I have a bigger sin to seek forgiveness for"? and receiving her assent to this
he said again, "And who is to forgive me
—Jesus"?
"Yes. Here is the authority that no one
can gainsay: 'If we confess our sins H e is
faithful and just to forgive us our sins,
and to cleanse us from all unrighteousness'."
Into Curly's face had flashed a look of
deepest interest which gave way to that
of hope. There was a moment of inward
struggle in which it seemed all the demons
of hell derided and discouraged him. Black
gloom came over him like a pall; the teacher felt so weak before the forces of evil
that would not relent, yet she trusted in
her God to win the victory.
"I'm so bad inside, teacher, you don't
know how awful I really am," there was
despair in the boy's tones. "Maybe Jesus won't take me"?
"But the Bible says so"! She read the
passage of Scripture over again. "Although it is conditional and that is to confess to Him that you are all you tell me.
W h e n you do this He promises to forgive
you, and not only that, but to clean you
up inside. Can't you do that"?
For answer Curly knelt along with the
teacher by the roadside, his cut all forgotten before the more important matter of
his soul's salvation. He began to pray in
the deepest contrition,—
"Oh, God," his voice broke strangely,
"if I so hurt my dear teacher with my
meannesses, an'—an' playin' hookey, how
much I must've hurt You for me to play
the same on You—I want to—to come
back! I—I confess it all, I'm no good—
forgive me fer Jesus' sake, Amen."
She murmured a simple prayer in his
behalf as he finished. Then as they arose
a sudden gleam of joy lighted up Curly
Ewen's eyes. T h e Spirit of God had witnessed to his heart the reality of sins forgiven. He laughed in sheer joy. "I feel

" A N D SEETH HIS BROTHER
HAVE NEED"
By Harriet

Browning

It was Monday, M a y 5—the last day
for the payment of the spring installment
of taxes. A young man, his youthful wife
and eight month babe—the group, a spectacle of interest were passing down the
street on their way to the bank where
taxes were paid. Neither father nor
mother smiled. T h e babe was content in
the arms of his father, emitting but an occasional "coo coo."
The air was chill as the hearts of the
young man and woman. Tax^paying was
a sore trial to them. "It will take all I
have" the man confided to his wife. Yes,
the sum was meager but also their belongings were meager. The pair filed in
through the doorway. The massive door
was held back by the one ahead of them
until the two were safely inside. Here
and there, singly, in pairs or groups others
were too at hand to pay as the couple
just arrived. Aside they stepped to await
their turn at the window where already
the file had begun. The father seemingly
tired of the gladsome bunch upon his arm
—at least the little mother relieved him
for a time.
T o one side, on a settle sat an elderly
woman, also waiting her turn at the window. Motioning to the young mother she
profferred her place. By the side of the
little mother she then stood. W h e n the
young father's turn came to file in the line
by the window both ladies stepped next
to him. Out of line but right by, the little mother kept to exchange with the husband in lifting the babe. W h e n the man
stepped to the window he learned his wallet contained only in part the amount due
for his taxes—only a few dollars was needed, but the tax-gatherer said, "Short onefifty—one dollar and a half."
"That is all I have." The young man,
inexperienced, put his finger on the receipt
before him.
"You will get that when all is paid," the
man returned.
" W h a t did he say"? the little wife said
in undertone.
N o t giving a direct reply, he said, "I
(Continued on page 13.)
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Go do what thou knowest is duty;
Thy slothfulness; 'do-less-ness' see!
Inasmuch as ye've done to the heathen,
Ye have done, slacking one, unto Me"!
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INASMUCH AS YE'VE DONE TO THE
HEATHEN
By Mary J.

Nichols

I gave and behold you, my presses
Were bursting anew with rich wine;
And my flocks and my herds were increasing;
And, oh, but the joy that was mine!
I went all the day long asinging
For the angels seemed joyously near;
And I looked in the far-distant future
With never a trouble or fear.
But one day—I scarcely then knew him
Sir Thoughtless sauntered along;
And he said "I've been listning intently
To your warbling of rapturous song"!
And fully an hour he detained me,
Ere he mosied along on his way;
But shortly behold you, his visits
Were lengthened almost to a day!
And Carelessness, his companion,
In drifted as oft with him, too;
'Till between all these lengthened-out visits
I had so much business to do
That all so absorbed in my working
I quite had forgotten my song!
And I had little time for my tithing,
For the counting it all took so long!
A third one then sauntered in with them,
And advised: "It is hardly fair
To give away what here you've managed
To save by such labor and care.
Besides, my dear friend, you here need it,
Or will need it when you have grown
old";
I admit that his reasonings chilled me,
And my heart grew icy with cold!
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So I turned and began withholding,
And I said, "It is easier now;
No toilsome, wearisome fig'ring,
Besides, yon Jersey cow!
She's a very fine cow, I'm saying,
And the butter she'll make, hi! ho!
What a cheer she'll be when old winter we
see,
Betumble his troublesome snow"!
But that night I beheld in a vision,
My Savior with low bowed head.
I approached to His throne and inquired
If some of His friends might be dead!
"They are dying, indeed, by the hundreds,
Yea, the thousands, every day;
They are dying by thine own hearthstone,
And in lands that are farther away!
"And, more," and His gaze was searching,
As reprovingly He said,
"Even people who once were my children,
They are dying; are even now dead"!
I drooped in deep consternation,
With perplexed, amazed brow;
When, stern as the prophet Nathan
Came: "One of them even art thou"!
I smote on my poor guilty bosom,
And begged him to pardon my sin;
But as sternly again he answered,
"Your tithings go gather you in!
Bring back of the things you have stolen,
That meat in mine house there may be!
To such ones the windows of heaven
Shalt evermore wide-opened be."
I went from that stern Presence humbled,
With a shamed and rebuked brow.
"You're a thief"! it seemed, said the lowings
Of my handsome Jersey cow;
"A robber"! cried out my gran'ry,
As I opened its bursting door;
"A murderer of immortal souls"!
Cried all of my goodly store!
I had thought myself self-respecting,
And even a Christian, but, lo!
"A thief," "a robber," "a murderer,"
Is doomed to the world below!
I awoke from my timely dreaming,
In shame that on me 'twere sent;
But the Lord spake sternly further,
"Repent! repent! repent!
"Repent, or I'll visit thee shortly,
And my wrath on thee outpour!
And thy candle that barely flick'reth
Shall be dark forevermore!
I will cut thee down as the fig-tree;
Why cumberest thou the ground!
And such shall be done to every one
In whom such spirit is found,
"A spirit that money withholdeth,
While Millions for whom I died,
Have never yet heard of that fountain
That flowed from My pierced side!
Repent of thy wickedness! follow!
No 'Lord Goody-Goody' am I,
Who will pet Thee in ease and pleasure
While the heathen perish and die!
"The scourge thou deservest, and many
Thy stripings shalt be in that day!
It is give to the Gospel or hell, sir;
That is plain, but I mean it, away!
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must go out to try to get some money, I
have not enough."
The elderly woman, previously having
surmised poverty as the lot of the young
family, was moved at heart to help the
man out of his trouble. She said, "I can
-let you have the amount you need."
" O , " the little mother said, her eyes
ebbing in tears, "how good of you to do
that! We'll see that you get it back all
right."
"You may leave it at the shoe store
near the corner when you can."
" O , yes; we will leave it Saturday evening."
"Very well."
The elderly woman informed the bookkeeper at the store of the promise of the
young couple to leave the money with him.
"Well, you stand a chance to lose that,"
he informed her. "Those people are not
on the good-credit list. W e have had an
effort on a long standing account with them
but finally got it."
"I told them the money I gave them,
personally, was my own so I believe their
word to return it will hold good. In fact,
the sadness depicted in the little mother's
countenance moved me to pity them to the
extent that I should help them out of their
dilemma. I believe they will pay but if
they should not it will not harm me to
give it to them. The wise King Solomon,
in the Bible, says: 'He that hath pity upon
the poor lendeth unto the Lord; and that
which he hath given will he pay him
again'."
"Very well, we'll see," she was answered.
Saturday evening came. The woman
expected the money. At a late hour, just
before closing the store, it came. "It's
here," the man informed, "more than I expected."
"I expected it and I was not disappointed. In my heart I believed in the couple."
In the autumn of the same year another
family suffered distress. A young farmer
and his wife had stored some hundred dollars' worth of peppermint oil, of their own
labors, in an upstairs closet. One evening
in their absence it disappeared. W h a t a
loss! How burdensome the man's heart
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felt when he became aware of his fate!
How the faithful wife sorrowed! W h a t
economy stared her out of countenance!
W h a t sacrifices their children had to undergo in being deprived of the new warm
garments they hoped to wear! A detective
was employed but to no avail. The woman who lent to the Lord at the tax-paying window one day inquired of the farmer's wife concerning the return of their
valued oil. "Never got anything back,"
was her reply.
"I think your friends ought to throw together to help you on that loss."
"They wouldn't do that."
"But I will," said the woman and she
did. She pushed a few "greenbacks" into
the other woman's palm.
"Indeed! You are the first person who
felt sorry enough for us to help any. I
sure thank you."
The Bible teaches we should have compassion on those who have need. According to I John 3:17, we read: "But whoso
hath this world's good, and seeth his brother have need, and shutteth up his bowels
of compassion from him, how dwelleth the
love of God in him"?
EDITORIAL
(Continued from page

I.)

and less respect for that which they do
know, and as stated above, by being lost
in these communistic centers, many of them
do not even find their way into a Catholic
church. From the younger generation of
these aliens has come our great crop of
criminals. It would be ideal, indeed, if
these people could be reached with the
Gospel and converted to Christianity but
we believe that they are far more inaccessible here than in their own country.
The other vital hindrance to Evangelism
is the inordinate love for pleasure which
has invaded the ranks of the Protestant
churches until there remain in the average
church only a little circle of believers who
have not been caught in this snare of the
devil. The responsibility rests to a great
extent upon our Protestant ministers. There
has been far too much temporizing and
making gain of the Gospel, too little insistence upon the Scriptural experience of
men and women being born again, so that
the church has become to a great extent a
social affair. W i t h the increased burdens of making a livlihood the people have
more and more been drawn to things outside the realm of the church and with pleasure being presented in such attractive
forms, together with the teaching that the
varied forms of recreation are the greatest contribution to happiness and health,
we need not wonder that the pendulum of
public opinion has swung in that direction.
Evangelists, too, come in for their share
of blame in the common class of people
losing faith in their efforts. Great sums
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have been paid to the preachers of the
last quarter century and much of it has
found its ways into channels of selfishness,
speculation, and luxury. Much of our present day preaching is not lacking in words
but it is sadly lacking in vision and as
stated by the prophet, " W h e r e there is no
vision the people perish."
Nearly all
evangelists are agreed that nothing but the
old regime will be capable of accomplishing results in this present age of apostasy
in sin.
But we wonder how many are willing
to pay the price. A new vision is needed
of sin, not only of its present effect upon
lives but of its future consequences. A
new vision is needed of the realities of the
new birth. Men need to know that salvation is not a mere theory, but a life.—S.
Lost Treasure Found
A special cablegram to the New York
Times, August 31st tells of the finding by
an Italian expedition of the $5,000,000 gold
ship, Egypt, sunk eight years ago. The
cablegram states that the ship rests 400 ft.
beneath the waters of the Atlantic. Divers
have positively identified this lost treasure
which was discovered after many weary
months of heart breaking effort.
With the latest diving apparatus now
available it is quite probable that the treasure of the ship will be salvaged and man's
search for lost treasure and gold again rewarded. We can hardly conceive of the
tremendous sacrifice men will make, the
hardships they will endure, the dangers
they will encounter, and the terrors they
will brave in their search for treasure or
new discoveries.
Job tells us of how men turn over mountains and bind the flood and cut out rivers
among the rocks and how the eye searches
out every precious thing, but he also says,
"There is a path that no fowl knoweth, and
which the vulture's eye hath not seen." He
speaks of wisdom and says that it cannot
be gotten for gold nor can silver be weighed for the price thereof, nor shall any
pearl be exchanged for it.
Nevertheless, it can be found and is being found by those who seek diligently for
it. This secret treasure is the Lord Jesus
Himself, "Who of God is made unto us salvation, wisdom, and righteousness and sanctification and redemption"; whose coming
into our lives not only brings the present
blessings of pardon, peace, and purity, but
brings also the hope of eternal life in the
ages to come; the earnest of which is
brought into our hearts and lives by the
personal witness and baptism of the Holy
Spirit.—S.
Camera Copies Rare Books
Copies of books so rare as to be without
price will soon be available to students and
historians the world over, through the modern use of photography. A New York society will select book treasures from the
greatest collections of the world and photograph their leaves. These will be bound
and distributed at a nominal fee to sixtyfour libraries and to the members of the
society. Five rare volumes have already
been copied in this way, and a dozen more
are immediately to follow them,
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T H E FORMATION OF HABITS
There ale many kinds of habits. Some
are vicious, others merely annoying, still
others harmless. But these are not all, for
the best thing about habits is that many are
right and good and helpful. W e are all
largely the creatures of habit. Some have
harmless habits of tapping poles with a
stick or umbrella as they walk along the
street or swinging their hands a certain
w a y or of gazing absent-mindedly into
space. Others have habits of speech or
action that annoy their neighbors, even
though no evil is intended. Still others by
their bitter words or slighting and mean
actions wound and hurt feelings as they
go, with little thought or care of what they
are doing. Others form pernicious habits
such as the using of drugs, liquors, or tobacco. And perhaps some of these evil
habits have been emphasized so much that
we are prone to forget that every bad habit may be replaced by one that is good.
Some people early in life form the habit
of giving way to their passions and making
no attempt at self-control. Unless they
break themselves of this habit while still
in comparative youth their lives can be of
little blessing to those about them in later
years. Perhaps all of us have known people who habitually gave way to a violent
temper, and in this way made enemies, hurt
their best friends, and emptied their
own lives of happiness and sweetness.
Such people may regret their words and
actions after their fits of anger are over,
but that cannot undo the damage that has
been done by an uncontrolled heart, and
mind, and tongue.
One of the best lessons to learn, then, in
early life is that of self-control. T h e story
is told of a man who was naturally excitable, easily irritated, and hot-tempered.
His wife was a sweet-tempered woman
who spoke quietly to him when he became
excited. He learned to respond to her unruffled voice, and in a few minutes had
control of himself, and thus won the victory over his fit of temper. So great was
this influence over him that when she was
not present he would speak to himself, in
imitation of her gentle tones, and thus
gain control of himself. As Christians God
gives us means to escape temptations and
overcome bad habits. Could we not learn
a lesson from this incident? W h e n tempted
to become angry or in any other way to
yield to sin, let us remember that Jesus
is by our side to help and strengthen us.
Let us remember His words, through His
inspired Apostle, "But now ye also put off
all these: anger, wrath, malice, blasphemy,
filthy communication out of your mouth"
(Col. 3:8), and again, "God is faithful,
who will not suffer you to be tempted
above that ye are able; but will with the
temptation also make a way to escape, that
ye may be able to bear it."
Self-control is a fruit of the Spirit. "But
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the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace,
longsuffering, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, meekness, self-control" (Gal. 5:22,
23, R. V.) If we let the Holy Spirit have
possession of our "spirit and soul, and
body," He will teach us self-control and
give us victory over any bad habits that
we may have formed. And that is not all,
He will give us in their place the good
habits that will make our lives a blessing
to those about us and a glory to God. Let
us early in life yield ourselves to Him, and
avoid the necessity of breaking bad habits
after they once have a firm hold upon us.
—Christian Monitor.
A

SAVIOUR

A servant of God who went to Africa to
tell the natives about the Lord and His
saving grace, found there was no written
language, so he had great difficulty in conveying to them his thoughts, especially as
he listened for the word "Saviour," but
he could never hear anything like it.
T w o years and a half went by, and it
seemed as if he could not make the people
understand what he longed to teach them,
until one night, hearing some men telling
how their master had rescued a man from
a lion, he said to him afterwards, " W h a t
did you call your master when he saved
you"? and at once he gave me the longedfor word which meant "Saviour," and I
was able for the first time to explain to
him what the Saviour would be to him.
W i t h joy on his face he caught the message, and exclaimed, "Is that what you
have been trying to tell us all this time"?
Oh! my reader, are you not ashamed?
Time after time you have heard the blessed message of the Saviour's love, and have
understood its full meaning, and yet, alas!
you have neglected this great salvation and
have frittered away precious hours while
life is passing, swiftly passing away never
to return. And what is worse, you are
daily becoming more hardened.
Oh! soul, I beseech you, heed the words
of an earnest man and bestir yourself.
W a k e up from the awful indifference
which has taken hold upon you and turn
to God this very hour. He has provided
a Saviour mighty and willing to save you.
"This is a faithful saying, and worthy
of all acceptation, that Christ Jesus came
into the world to save sinners" (I Tim.
1:15.)—The Messenger of Peace.
i
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A P A N O R A M A OF T H E
INCARNATION
In Psalm 45:6, 7 we read, " T h y throne,
O God, is for ever and ever: the sceptre of
Thy Kingdom is a right sceptre. Thou lovest righteousness, and hatest wickedness:
therefore God, T h y God, hath anointed
Thee with the oil of gladness above T h y
fellows." These verses are almost exactly
reproduced in Hebrews 1:8, 9, and are
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evidently quoted by the writer of the Hebrew Epistle from Israel's hymnology. But
there is another verse in Psalm 45 which
is not quoted in Hebrews 1. It is the 8th
verse: "All T h y garments smell of myrrh,
and aloes, and cassia, out of the ivory palaces, whereby they have made Thee glad."
Now, although this is not quoted in the
first chapter of Hebrews, it underlies the
whole movement of that passage. Look
at it: "God * * hath * * spoken unto us by
His Son, whom He hath appointed Heir
of all things, by whom also H e made the
worlds; who being the brightness of His
glory, and the express image of His Person, and upholding all things by the W o r d
of His power, when He had by Himself
purged our sins, sat down on the right
hand of the Majesty on high * * Thy
throne, O God, is for ever and ever" (Heb.
1:1, 2, 8.) Out of the "ivory palaces"
came the eternal W o r d , the Son, with all
the fragrance of Heaven's dew upon Him.
W h e n He had by Himself purged our sins,
He sat down on the right hand of the eternal Majesty, sharing the throne of Him
who is from eveTlasting to everlasting, God
Almighty. " T h y throne, O God, is for
ever and ever." This is addressed by the
Father to the Son. Back into the "ivory
palaces" went the Son of God, and what
welcome must have been accorded Him.
"Let all the angels of God worship Him"
(Heb. 1:6.)
Out of the ivory palaces into a world of
woe;
Only His great eternal love made my Saviour go.
M a y H e speak to our hearts as to the
disciples of old, "I came forth from the
Father, and am come into the world: again,
I leave the world, and go to the Father."
(John 16:28.)—Grace and Truth.
A S L U M GIRL
She was a child of the slums, a ragged,
forlorn little girl of about ten years of age.
Some one had given her a penny, and she
had hurried away to the penny store and
there purchased a stick of striped red-andwhite candy. She was running along the
streets, proud and happy in her new and
rare possession, when I saw her. Suddenly another little girl, equally ragged and
forlorn looking, came limping out of the
dark hallway of a dilapidated old rookery
of a tenement house. She was very lame,
and had evidently suffered much in her
short lift. Her face had a drawn and prematurely old look, such as one is always
sorry to see in the faces of children.
The two little girls met, and the one
with the candy held it aloft, exclaiming,
"See what I've got! Just see what I've
got"!
"Where'd you get it, Janie"?
"Bought it."
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"Where'd you get the money"?
"A man gave it to me for scooting after
his hat when the wind blowed it off."
"Gimme some of it, won't you, Janie?
Please do."
There was a wistful, eager, hungry look
in the drawn little face.
Janie hesitated.
Evidently sticks of
candy came rarely to her. She looked
longingly at the candy and then at the girl.
Suddenly she rushed forward, saying eagerly, joyously: "You take it all, Maggie;
you take it all. You can't scoot after
gentlemen's hats and earn pennies, and if
I git a chance to earn another penny I'll
give it to you to buy anything you want
to with it."
Generous little heart, in which love of
self had not yet found an abiding place!
W h a t a lesson it teaches to the grasping
and self-centered, who care not for the
wants, the weakness, or the woes of others.
—Publisher Unknown.
WRITING A N D PRINTING
One of our daily papers has published
an interesting item about writing in the
early days. F,ew of us fail to realize the
privilege we have, of living in an age when
the poorest person has opportunities which
kings and their families could not enjoy
in the beginning of the Christian era, and
indeed many years later.
I remember reading about how printing
was discovered by a man who carved letters on pieces of the bark of trees, and
then rubbed ink on the bark and by pressing two pieces of bark together with paper between, he was able to print.
In John O' London's Weekly, we read
an interesting account of the variety of
materials that have been used in writing
before paper came into use. Writing on
stone with a sharp instrument was supposed to be the earliest form of writing,
samples of which have been discovered on
walls of caves in Northwest Spain.
In the Bible we read about the Ten
Commandments being written on stone.
It is said that Mohammedans used the
shoulder blades of mutton on which to inscribe the Koran. While the Greeks used
sea shells and the bones of oxen.
Bars of wood revolving on axes were
used both by the Greeks and ancient Britons. The writing running from left to
right, and right t o left alternately.
The laws of Greece were inscribed on
brass and those of Rome on slabs of brass,
ivory and wood. The first archives of
France were engraved on silver plates.
Metals were often used instead of paper.
The Ruler of Kandi had his credentials
carved on a plate of gold.
It seems almost incredible yet there is
on record a statement that a book in Rome
was made of marble cut so finely that the
leaves could be turned over. Another book
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in Rome was made of lead, as also were
books in the Middle ages.
Ancient manuscripts have been found
written on fishskins, and at one time in the
library at Constantinople there was a copy
of Homer's Iliad and Odessy written on
the dried intestines of a serpent.
W e can easily understand parchment
being used made from the skins of animals,
but when it comes to marble and lead being used as paper, we have some idea of
the difficult task it must have been to render sheets of it being made fine enough tc
use in making books.
In the Great W a l l of China, paper has
been found dating back to over nineteen
hundred years ago. This would look as if
China was the first country to manufacture
paper. Little wonder the Chinese are
proud of their country with its ancient history. It was the first country to discover
the art of making china with its lovely polished surface, in fact China has been the
original home of many things that are of
great value to the world.
W h e n we think of the wealth of paper
in the world to-day, snow white paper
made from filthy rags found in the gutter,
other kinds made from wood and so forth,
we may well offer thanks for the abundance of choice writing paper that is available at a trifling cost.
N o t only for this, but also for our printing presses and typewriters, which make
it so easy to have printing done.
How little w e think of the arduous task
it must have been to print in the days before these machines were invented.—Gospel Herald.
SMOKING O T H E R S
Frequently the smoker raises the question: "If folks don't like tobacco smoke,
why don't they stay away from it"? And
right here enters the difficulty—it is becoming increasingly hard to stay away. It
would be necessary for those of us who
do not care to be in a continuous state of
fumigation, to resign our jobs, refrain from
entering restaurants, walk up instead of
ride up, and boycott Pullman cars. Some
one has suggested that to co-operate thus
with the smoker would compel the N e w
Yorker at least to get off the earth!
Recently, while reclining in a "sleeper,"
I was roused from my first nap by the
aroma of a Camel rising from the berth below. Now, I thoroughly enjoy camels—
in a menagerie!
At a radio conference recently, the
speaker was asked whether he could recommend a dining-room in Manhattan
where a woman could eat without being
engulfed in nicotine fumes. He was unable to answer the question and cried out
for help. Thus far no listener-in has supplied the desired information.
Particularly offensive is the habit of
some executives who smoke continuously

while at their desks. Gentlemen they are,
in every other respect, at least; but it never
occurs to them that the young woman who
may be taking their dictation may have a
sensitive throat, or perhaps lungs predisposed to tuberculosis.
Dr. William Brady, noted writer on
health topics, refers to the letter of a sixteen-year-old girl who worked in an office
which was filled from morning until night
With the smoke from cigarettes, cigars and
pipes. Dr. Brady states that the condition to which she was exposed led directly into the first stages of consumption, and
he comments: "It is inexcusable for a business man to subject an employee to such
poisoning."
W e have never felt particularly drawn
to a prohibition campaign against tobacco. There is a fundamental difference between the liquor traffic, as we once knew
it, and the smoking habit as it has grown
upon us; but the fact remains that indiscriminate smoking will eventually raise
seriously the question in the minds of millions of people: "Does the non-smoker have
any rights"? Does it devolve upon him to
get off the earth if he wishes; to keep a
clear head and healthy lungs? Those who
love the weed will do well to give more
attention to those who prefer to be free
from its aroma—at least on occasion.
— D . A. Poling in W a y of Faith.
i m*m i

S I N G I N G I N S T E A D OF C R Y I N G
A little girl only eight years old cut her
hand so badly that it was necessary for
her to go to the doctor to have the wound
stitched up. W h e n the doctor was making preparations to sew up the cut the little girl showed her nervousness by swinging her foot against the chair. Her mother
told her not to do this, but the doctor
said: "Never mind; that will do no harm,
as long as you hold your hand still"! Then
looking at the anxious face of the child, he
said: "You may cry as much as you like."
"But I would rather sing," replied the child.
"All right," answered the doctor, "what
can you sing"? "I can sing, 'Give, said
the little stream'," was the reply. "How
does it begin"? asked the doctor. T h e little girl began singing the first verse. "That's
beautiful," said the doctor, "I want to hear
the whole of it." And so all the time the
skilled fingers of the doctor were sewing
up the wound, the sweet voice of the child
sounded bravely through the room.—Publisher Unknown.
HAND-PICKED
This word sounds well, and indeed
works well when applied to fruit-harvesting, fruit unbruised, ripe, perfect. But
when applied to soul-gathering, is often
misused and over-worked. Human souls
that have known no bruises of sin conviction, no wrecks or upheavels, feel little
need of blood-atonement in redemption.
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to me his own struggle, a duplicate of
just come to tell yez that I have that song,
mine, save that after successive failures to
an' it's a singin." W h a t a Divine work in confess Christ, he took oath that he would
a sentence!
yield that night, or never enter the church
Then and Now. On a dark stormy night door again. As usual, he weakened, and
a lady wished to accompany us in a bug- was just deciding to keep his oath and
gy to prayer-service several miles away. never return, when I rose up; this strengthW e could but wonder at her venture on ened him to follow. After forty years he
such a night. "I thought so," remarked is still a pillar in the church, as are others.
she, "there was a time when I would not Many I have lost trace of, but knowing
face such a forbidding night for hire. A their like struggle with ours, their bonafide
city official's wife, I was once importuned conversions, 1 am assured they continued
by friends to join their church, which I on to this good day, for their's was a gendid. But having no heart experience I took uine Gospel salvation, and not that of
little interest in church affairs, supposing the hand-picked. The above is written in
all others were the same. However, I be- great humility with the hope that others
came aware of an inner circle of folk who may be heartened.—T. Richardson Gray
were different. I was soon convinced that in Gospel Herald.
it was a Spiritual difference. They rejoiced in the Lord, which I did not. They
H E L E A D E T H ME
lived an overcoming, self-sacrificing life,
which we "hand-picked" members did not
In pastures green? Not always, and somelive. I later sought and found the way intimes He
to the holiest, experienced God, which
W h o knoweth best, in kindness leadeth
accounts for my joy in spiritual things, and
me
the real pleasure I have in braving such a
In many ways where heavy shadows be.
night for the place of prayer."
Out of the sunshine, warm and soft and
"Shadowy Hand." But let me commend
bright;
the boy or girl, away from home mid new
Out of the sunshine into darkest night,
and strange conditions, who yet feel the
I oft would faint from sorrow or affright
touch of parental restraining hand. W h a t I
Only for this—I know He holds my hand,
witnessed on leaving home, at first shockI trust, although I may not understand.
ed me, being so at variance with my home
teaching. Later, things become so comAnd by still waters? N o , not always so;
mon, they ceased to shock. W h e n a friend
Oft times the heavy tempests blow,
proposed a glass of soda, we found ourAnd o'er my soul the waves and billows
selves in a saloon. Can I ever forget the
go.
sensation of thus standing at a saloon bar
But
when the storms beat loudest and I
for
the
first
time?
"
W
h
a
t
would
mother
A Belated Conviction.
In a powerful
cry
think,"
I
said,
feeling
the
spiritual
touch
of
revival which moved the city, a gentleAloud for help, the Master standeth by
man rushed from the choir into the church her "shadowy" hand. Months later being
And whispers to my soul, "Lo, it is I."
thirsty,
I
entered
a
saloon
and
ordered
office, perspiring, agitated. " W h a t ' s the
trouble"? I enquired. "Convicted," one wine. Again the shock, and again the reAbove the tempest will I hear Him say:
said. Mopping his forehead he was say- straining "shadowy" hand. "Has it come
"Beyond the darkness lies the perfect day;
to
this"?
I
said,
setting
down
the
wine
and
ing,—"I never felt this way before: I had
In every path of thine I lead the way."
a good mother: I'm a church-member, why walking out. "This my first shall be my
So, whether on the hilltops high and fair
last";
and
it
was.
should I feel this way"? He was one of
I dwell, or on the sunless valleys where
Re-infovced.
In youth I learned the
the "Hand-picked" variety, but at last
value
of
human
aid
mid
spiritual
struggle,
The shadows lie—what matters? He is
under Gospel pressure was convicted of
when I became convicted in a country rethere.
sin.
vival. Working long hours on the farm,
It follows, that minus a Gospel experiAnd more than this, where'er the pathand every night driving four miles to meetence, one is a stranger to its joys and comway leads,
ing, with a team, we grew tired. Being
forts. Instance the big Irish soldier of the
He gives to me no helpless broken reed,
advised to rest up a night or two, I refus' trenches. Hat in hand he tapped Gipsy
But His own hand sufficient for my need.
ed. I am now convinced that no hardship
Smith on the shoulder,—"Yer Riverence,
So where He leads me I can safely go,
or weariness can stop one who is genuineyez have something I want." " W h a t is
And in the blessed hereafter I shall know
ly convicted, and has set his heart to pray
it"? asked Gipsy. "I want that song in
W h y in His wisdom He hath led me so.
through.
me heart yez preached to the boys about."
Each day I resolved to confess Christ,
—Selected by Sister Annie Cober.
"But" said the evangelist, "you must first
only to fail in the test. It was here I felt
give up something." "Oh, yez mean me
the need of a little human assistance, so I
religion." " N o , " said Smith, ' G o d wants
There are some things—small in themproposed to my fellow workman that we
nothing given up that is good." Mystified,
respond to the invitation together, but to selves and seemingly harmless, to us—that
the big soldier asked, "Thin, what would
him it was a joke. Thrown back on my find a soft place in our hearts; which aftyez be after havin' me give up"? "Your
own resources, but re-inforced by the Spir- er many years of enjoyment by us may
' sin." Then Mr. Smith directed him to
it of Christ, the seeker's Friend, I there turn to blast our lives and bring sorrow to
seek a heart acquaintance with Christ. A
fought my mightiest battle and won, a the soul all the days of our lives. Sin selong time thereafter, Gypsy again felt the
purely Gospel victory. Many others fol- creted within the heart fastens itself so
touch on his shoulder, and a voice—"Yer
strongly that it takes many painful years
lowed.
Riverence." There stood the giant soldier,
to cast it out.—T. H. Atkinson.
Years afterward one of these recounted
hat in hand, smiling. "Yer Riverence, I

Paul would not have become so great a
saint had he not been so great a sinner.
"Hand-Picked" was an expression used in
a discussion as to the best method in soulsaving, and was generally accepted. Of
course it was fitted against revival methods,
which latter however had its adherents.
The plan involved cornering your sinner
friend on the street and arguing him into
joining your church. One such, holding
out against the effort, did yield later, under Gospel pressure. " W h y did you not
join at our invitation," asked a friend.
"Yours were only human words and efforts," he replied, "but the Gospel burned
into soul and Spirit, and was irresistible."
On approach of Easter the hand-picked
method is especially inviting. It is indeed
a beautiful custom to crown the day with
baptism and reception of members, under
purely Gospel influences. Often handpicked methods are merely humanism, the
Spirit having hardly a look-in; as in case
of Moody's "convert,"—"You do look like
a bit of my work," said Mr. Moody, "but
if Christ had more to do in your conversion, there would be a different story." It
is of note that the Apostles, while not ignoring the human equation, yet they cautiously proceeded only as "it seemed good
to the Holy Ghost and us." The great
Welsh Revival had no special human leadership. G. Campbell Morgan knowing
this, later refrained from attending, lest
his presence detract from the influence of
the Divine Presence by injecting into the
meetings his human influence.
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